Introducing IMDb Is Obsessed—a New Podcast Exploring the
Most Binge-Worthy TV Show or Movie Each Week
The podcast trailer is now available at http://imdb.to/IMDbIsObsessed;
first episode premieres December 3
IMDb Is Obsessed joins other popular IMDb original video and podcast series
that help fans decide what to watch
SEATTLE—November 23, 2021—IMDb (www.imdb.com), the world’s most popular and authoritative source for movie,
TV, and celebrity information, is expanding its original content offerings with the launch of its newest podcast, IMDb Is
Obsessed, on December 3. The weekly series will turn the spotlight on the one TV show or movie that IMDb insiders and
fans are completely obsessed with—and why it should be on everyone’s IMDb Watchlist. Leveraging IMDb metadata and
recommendations from the #1 movie website in the world, entertainment enthusiasts can trust IMDb experts to help
them discover new films and TV series. The podcast joins other popular IMDb original series, making it easier for fans to
decide what and where to watch, including Movies That Changed My Life, IMDbrief, and What to Watch.
Check out the IMDb Is Obsessed trailer here, ahead of the premiere on December 3.
Each week IMDb podcast co-hosts Lizzie Bassett and Alex Logan will share with fans why they are fanatical about a
trending title, where to watch it, and provide behind-the-scenes info on the cast and creators, as well as a curated list of
what to watch next. From time to time, experts from IMDb and other podcasts will join them to be part of the
conversation, sharing the TV shows and movies they are most passionate about. Listeners can tune in to today’s episode
of Movies That Changed My Life to learn more about the films that inspired and impacted IMDb Is Obsessed co-hosts
Bassett and Logan.
“IMDb Is Obsessed takes a look at what’s trending with IMDb insiders and its audience of hundreds of millions of
passionate fans,” said Nikki Santoro, head of IMDb Consumer. “In addition, our hosts and special guests infuse each
episode with insight, humor, and recommendations for new and classic TV shows and movies for fans to add to their
IMDb Watchlists."
Fans can listen to IMDb Is Obsessed beginning December 3 on Amazon Music and wherever podcasts are available,
including by clicking the “Listen on Amazon Music” button on The IMDb Is Obsessed IMDb title page:
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt15793532/. Listeners can see updates about this and other popular IMDb original
podcasts, including Movies That Changed My Life, at www.imdb.com/podcasts and by following IMDb social media
channels including Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. IMDb users can add the TV shows and movies discussed each
week, as well as other films, series and podcasts, to their IMDb Watchlist at www.imdb.com/watchlist, and explore info
on thousands of the most popular podcasts listed on IMDb at
https://www.imdb.com/search/title/?title_type=podcast_series.
About IMDb
IMDb is the world's most popular and authoritative source for information on movies, TV shows, and celebrities.
Products and services to help fans decide what to watch and where to watch it include: the IMDb website for desktop
and mobile devices; apps for iOS and Android; and X-Ray on Prime Video. IMDb also offers a free streaming channel,
IMDb TV, and produces IMDb original video series and podcasts. For entertainment industry professionals, IMDb
provides IMDbPro and Box Office Mojo. IMDb licenses information from its vast and authoritative database to thirdparty businesses worldwide; learn more at developer.imdb.com. IMDb is an Amazon company. For more information,
visit imdb.com/press and follow @IMDb.
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